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Abstract— This study provides an overview of the phases, 

methodologies, and datasets used in contemporary Facial 

Emotion Recognition (FER). FER has been known for 

decades and is an important issue in computer vision and 

machine learning. Automatic FER can be used in a variety of 

settings, including healthcare, education, criminal 

investigation, and Human Robot Interface (HRI). The goal of 

this study is to grasp the fundamentals of FER and compare 

recent studies.   
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I. INTRODUCTION 

In today's world, facial expression identification has become 

a critical issue in a variety of applications. In recent years, 

there has been a lot of study on face emotion recognition. The 

goal of facial emotion detection is to use certain face pictures 

to help determine the state of human emotion (e.g., neutral, 

happy, sad, surprise, fear, wrath, disgust, contempt). The goal 

of facial emotion identification is to detect facial emotion 

states accurately and automatically. As a result, determining 

the similarity of the same emotion state amongst different 

people can be difficult since they may display the same 

emotion state in different ways. For instance, depending on 

the individual's mood, skin color, age, and surrounding 

surroundings, the expression may change. 

 Every study uses a different abbreviation for Facial 

Emotion Recognition (FER), such as Facial Emotion 

Recognition or Facial Expression Recognition. The 

abbreviation FER stands for Facial Emotion Recognition in 

this article. 

 As indicated in Figure 1, FER is divided into three 

primary stages: Face detection, feature extraction, and 

emotion classification are the three steps. A picture of a face 

is identified in the first step, which is a preprocessing stage, 

and facial components of the face are detected from the 

region. Eyes, eyebrows, nose, and mouth are examples of face 

components. The second step involves extracting informative 

traits from various areas of the face. A classifier must be 

trained before being used to produce labels for the Emotions 

using the training data in the final stage. 

 
Fig. 1: Facial Emotion Recognition 

 In terms of feature extraction, the Facial Action 

Coding System [19] is yet another technique for facial 

expression analysis (FACs). Ekman [14] popularized this 

concept as a facial coding system for classifying emotions 

based on movements of specific facial muscles. Different 

Action Units (AUs) are used to categorize facial activities, 

and AU collections are used to categorize emotions [20]. 

 Deep learning is a type of machine learning that may 

be used to recognize emotions and analyze face expressions. 

Deep learning, on the other hand, is affected by data size, 

which might have an influence on the performance [19]. 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

One of the papers proposed a model to solve the problems of 

emotion recognition based on facial recognition in virtual 

learning environments [1], and the efficiency and accuracy 

are considered at the same time. Using HAAR Cascades to 

detect eyes and mouth and identify all kinds of emotion 

through the neural network method, the combination of 

efficiency and accuracy is achieved. It can be applied to real 

distance education. The application of emotion recognition in 

virtual learning environments is a much-researched topic. In 

addition to the change of uncertainty factors makes teachers 

and students face pattern is more complex, so the emotion 

recognition in the online learning network application mode 

is a very challenging topic. the subject requires further 

research. Since this research does not involve the illumination 

and pose of the image, it is uncertain how much these factors 

influence facial expressions and thus the final emotion 

recognition. All of these issues need to be explored in future 

research and validated by experiments. To make the theory 

and technology of emotion recognition fully meet the 

practical requirement, there are suggesting that the 

comprehensive application of image processing, pattern 

recognition, computer vision and neural networks, 

psychology, cognitive science, and integrates with other 

biometric authentication methods and methods of human-

computer interaction perception based on the in-depth and 

meticulous research work. 

 Another method for Facial Emotion Recognition 

through 3 steps - Face Detection, Feature Extraction and 

Emotion Classification [2]. Face Detection deals with 

geometric and appearance features and can be done by Haar 

Classifiers, Adaptive skin color, Adaboost Contour Points. 

Feature Extraction to get features for better emotion 

recognition can be done through LBP, LDA, Fisher Face 

method, PCA, CNN, etc. Emotion classification is to give 

emotion label to each data point by using features and models 

like hidden Markov, Neural Network, SVM, Bayesian, etc. A 

deeper insight into different research papers and their 

accuracies are also given, where SoftMax Classifier gives 

best result. 

  The FER may improve the interaction between 

Human Robot Interface in near future. This research could 

also involve the process of improving performance of 

emotion classification models, through addition of layers as 

well as doing cross validation on dataset. An ensemble of 

different classification models can be used which may give 

an even better performance for dataset. This hasn't been 

explored. 
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 For emotion recognition based on the Perspective of 

Computer Simulation, there can be two parts, image 

extraction through online learning platforms and performing 

FER (Feature Extraction Recognition) using a deep learning 

model, CNN (Convolutional Neural Network) to analyze 

students’ emotions according to their facial expressions from 

the perspective of computer simulation [3]. The 

preprocessing includes face detection, alignment, rotation, 

and resize, according to the different elements in the original 

images. The facial expression recognition algorithm trained 

by the standard facial expression database is employed to 

detect the faces and classify the facial expressions in terms of 

anger, disgust, fear, happiness, sadness, surprise, contempt, 

and neutral. 

 Lastly, the histogram of probability distribution 

about the expression is plotted and provided for the tutor so 

that the teaching plan can be adjusted timely. The proposed 

method is unable to provide satisfactory results when facing 

problems, such as backlight, shadows, and facial 

incompleteness, caused by complex environments. The 

testing of various other deep learning models which could 

have provided better results. 

 Another research gives a study about 2 datasets, 

namely CK+ and FER datasets and gives a comparison 

between the performance of Resnet50 model which is deep 

residual neural network and the convolutional neural network 

[4]. A 50-layer architecture is implemented for datasets 

having images of seven types of emotions. The findings are 

that Resnet50 model gives a better performance with an 

accuracy of 88.3% and 81% for CK+ and FER dataset 

respectively, while the convolutional neural network gives an 

accuracy of 67% and 64%. With the increase of depth and 

using identity shortcut connections better feature learning can 

be achieved ultimately delivering a high- performance 

network. An ensemble of different classification models can 

be used which may give an even better performance for 

dataset. This has not been explored. Moreover, there is a lack 

of the testing of various other deep learning models which 

could have provided better results. 

 It has been examined how human emotion, which is 

often expressed by face expression, could be recognized 

using computer vision [5]. The study is performed by 

analyzing journals and researches related to this topic, 

ranging from psychological to technological journals. Several 

algorithms and techniques have been reviewed, and at the end 

of this paper, a summary of recommendation for performing 

facial emotion recognition based on the reviews of the 

techniques/methods is given. 

  Six papers have been discussed, and we have seen 

how several algorithms and tools in those papers have been 

defined and/or designed to do facial emotion recognition, 

including SVM, Adaboost, neural networks (CNN, 

CNNLSTM, k-NN, MLP), Bayesian networks (Naive-Bayes 

and Gaussian-TAN), VGG_S, Microsoft Kinect 3D, and 

SURF. 

III. PROBLEM STATEMENT 

The motivation behind choosing this topic specifically lies in 

the huge investments large corporations do in feedbacks and 

surveys but fail to get equitable response on their 

investments. Emotion Detection through facial gestures is a 

technology that aims to improve product and services 

performance by monitoring customer behavior to certain 

products or service staff by their evaluation. Our aim is to 

create a system which takes image of the face as an input. 

Given this input, our system must be able to classify the 

emotion of the individual, like anger, happy, sad, surprised 

etc. This will involve a dataset containing such images along 

with the corresponding emotions, so that we can create a deep 

learning model, which will help in predicting emotions for 

unseen data. 

IV. DATASET 

A standard database is required to conduct a FER experiment. 

The information can be classified as either primary or 

secondary. The collection of data for a primary dataset takes 

a long time to complete. There are currently a variety of 

datasets available for study in FER. The collection of 

emotions considered are happy, sad, neutral, angry, surprised, 

disgust etc. 

V. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

A. Input/Frame 

The input will be in the form of an image. A digital image is 

a representation of visual data in a grid-like fashion. It 

consists of a series of pixel values that denote how bright and 

what color each pixel should be. 

B. Face Detection 

Face detection is a pre-processing step that identifies human 

facial expressions. Faces as well as other non-face areas are 

separated from the rest of the picture. Face detection may be 

done in a variety of ways. 

C. Feature Extraction 

The entire image is divided into pixels and the most important 

ones are selected on the basis of how important these are for 

determining emotion. For e.g. Eye Localization, Mouth 

localization, etc. are techniques where the pixels of the tip of 

the eye and the mouth serve as the best pictures for emotion 

detection. Feature extraction transforms pixel data from the 

face region into a higher-level representation of the face's 

shape, color, texture, and spatial configuration. Feature 

extraction reduces the size of the input space while preserving 

the most critical data. 

 Feature extraction is vital in developing a better 

emotion categorization system because the retrieved facial 

features are fed into the classification module, which then 

categorizes various emotions. 

D. CNN 

CNNs (Convolutional Neural Networks) are a type of neural 

network that specializes in processing data with a grid-like 

layout, such as images. Our brain analyses a vast amount of 

data the moment we perceive an image. Each neuron has its 

own receptive field, which is linked to other neurons to cover 

the entire visual field [30]. 

 A CNN, similarly, contains several layers that are 

designed to recognize simpler patterns (lines, curves, and so 
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on) first. Patterns that are more complex follow (faces, 

objects, etc.). 

 Convolution Layer – The kernel slides across the image 

matrix and dot multiplication are done to get a value as 

elements for the resultant output matrix. 

 Pooling Layer – This helps in reducing the spatial size of 

the representation by deriving a summary statistic of the 

nearby outputs. 

 Fully Connected Layer – In this, the input image from 

the previous layers is flattened and fed to the FC layer. 

 Dropout – Usually, when all the features are connected 

to the FC layer, it can lead to overfitting in the training 

dataset. To overcome this problem, a suppression layer 

is used where some neurons are removed from the neural 

network during training 

 Activation Function – It adds non-linearity to the 

network. There are several commonly used activation 

functions like the ReLU, Softmax, tanH and therefore the 

Sigmoid functions. 

E. Machine Learning / Deep Learning Model 

Now the next stage will be applying the models for 

classification into emotions a variety of models like SVM, 

Adaboost Classifier, Decision Tree (Tree-based algo) & 

CNN in Deep Learning can be applied. Various Performance 

Measures like accuracy and F1 score can be used as a basis to 

select the perfect model. 

 

VI. CONCLUSION 

Emotion expression is crucial in communication, which 

improves the quality of human interaction. The review 

considers experiments that were carried out in a controlled 

environment, as well as real-time and wild images. The main 

concerns are centered on the precision of the techniques used 

in their research. 

VII. FUTURE SCOPE 

Furthermore, soon, the study of facial emotion recognition 

may contribute to better feedback to society as well as 

interaction between Human Robot Interface (HRI). The 

geometric part of the face is used to detect emotion the most 

(e.g.; eyes, eyebrow, and mouth). 
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